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The Science for Monks program was established in 2001 as a partnership between the Sager Family Foundation and the Library of Tibetan Works & Archives (Tibetan Library). This program brings western scientists to India to conduct workshops to share concepts about western science with Tibetan monastics in exile. The monastics undergo decades of philosophical training that includes logic, debate, and contemplative practices. Neuroscience has been a featured topic within the workshops combining didactic teaching with a strong emphasis on scientific inquiry.

To date, two cohorts of approximately 35 monastics each have participated in Science Leadership Workshops. During the workshops, western scientists have lead discussions about neuroscience that have focused on neuroanatomy, reflexes, memory, neurotransmission, the senses, learning and sleep. These topics are discussed using hands-on demonstrations and activities to reinforce concepts.

The monastic science leaders have reported:
• Topics they learned about in the workshops have rich connections with Buddhist philosophy and practice.
• Monks and nuns with strong backgrounds in Buddhist philosophical systems are best positioned to find dynamic points of intersection with neuroscience.
• Learning neuroscience allows them to explain various phenomena from perspectives of both Buddhism and neuroscience. Sharing both enriches the learning of their students.
• Buddhism may have useful explanations and approaches that are relevant to neuroscience educators. For example, there are many points of harmony in explaining sensory perception that add philosophical insights to the findings of modern neuroscience, including descriptions of consciousness.
• Forward thinking collaborations and open discussions can bring new understandings to the nature of mind, and provide a win-win for both monastics and neuroscientists.

Some of the monastics who have participated in the leadership workshops have returned to their monasteries and have established science classrooms and laboratories to continue their own learning and to share science with the local monastic and lay community.

These Science Leadership Workshops provide intensive professional development that combines scientific content with an emphasis on educational philosophy and pedagogy. The Leadership Workshops provide training to groups of future monastic science leaders and create enduring indigenous science education leadership by training monks and nuns to be leaders of science education.
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